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Abstract: The energy crisis is the foremost concern for the developing world, predominantly in
European countries. The global energy demand will increase significantly by 2050, while natural
resources dramatically decrease every day. However, net-zero emissions targets, climate emergency
calls (1.5 ◦C global warming limit), smart environmental transformations, and energy transition efforts
bring hope for fundamental changes in climate action globally. One of the best and most cost-effective
strategies to achieve reduced energy consumption is encouraging energy conservation actions, which
should begin at the household level and further spread to the community level. Therefore, this study
aims to point out the critical role and growing importance of the ‘human’ dimension of smart cities
via a behavior-based approach. The main purpose of the study is to measure the effect of feedback
and intervention mechanisms on the energy conservation behavior of 100 volunteers who live in
Kadikoy, Istanbul, over eight months through a behavioral questionnaire. The findings indicate
that the feedback and intervention mechanisms affect volunteers’ energy conservation behaviors in
the following behavioral groups: intention (t(99) = −2.75, p = 0.00), attitude (behavioral beliefs and
outcome evaluations) (t(99) = 2.29, p = 0.02), subjective norms (t(99) = −4.07, p = 0.00), and perceived
behavioral control (control beliefs and influence behavior) (t(99) = 3.60, p = 0.00). Moreover, among
the four variable groups, participants’ intention, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control
scores are relatively high in favor of actual energy conservation behavior. Hence, the findings of
the study will provide valuable insights for the local government in terms of empowering citizen
participation and data-driven feedback loops, from the bottom-up energy transition perspective, via
smart technologies in smart cities.

Keywords: energy conservation behavior; sustainable energy transition; energy-saving behavior;
smart community; climate change

1. Introduction

Urbanization has reached an exceptional speed and scale. According to the Global
Report on Human Settlements by UN-Habitat (2022), the energy consumption of cities
is over two-thirds of the world’s energy and accounts for more than 75% of global CO2
emissions as a result of economic growth and rising population [1–3]. In addition, it is
expected that global energy-related CO2 emissions will increase from 71% in 2006 to 76%
in 2030 [4]. Moreover, about half of the anthropogenic CO2 emissions released to the
atmosphere since the industrial revolution have occurred in the last 40 years. Today, even
if anthropogenic GHG emissions were reduced to zero, researchers believe that changes
in the climate system and their potential impacts would remain as a result of the burning
of fossil fuels such as coal, oil, natural gas, and land-use change such as deforestation,
agriculture, etc. [5–12].
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The first severe global energy crisis is currently affecting the world. The International
Energy Agency (IEA) has stated that the world has never seen such an extreme energy
crisis before (IEA, 2022 [13]). Moreover, recent research has suggested that 31 million
Europeans lived in energy poverty in 2021 due to the COVID-19 recovery and Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine [14]. In 2022, The European Commission announced its REPowerEU
plan, which provides the primary steps to avoid Europe’s energy dependence [15]. Among
OECD countries, Turkey has one of the highest energy demand ratios due to the population
growth and increasing energy consumption patterns on the end-user side. According to the
energy statistics of the IEA, Turkey’s industry accounts for 36% of the nation’s total final
energy consumption, followed by transport (27%), housing (20%), and services (17%) (IEA,
2020) [4]. However, the 2023 Turkish Energy Policy aims to reduce energy dependency by
up to 30% by 2023 [16] by developing new policies and standards to regulate energy use,
improving energy efficiency, and lowering energy consumption. The research conducted
by the Ministry of Energy shows that the energy saving potential of Turkey is considerably
high; 30% in the building sector, 20% in the industrial sector, and 15% in the transportation
sector in 2020 [17,18].

Within this perspective, climate change, global warming, and greenhouse gas emis-
sions are driven by human behavior and thus could be reduced via greener behavioral
and lifestyle changes. In the same vein, the IPCC’s sixth assessment report concluded that
global emissions can be reduced by 40–70% by 2050 and global energy demand can decrease
as a result of behavioral change [19]. In addition, the European Commission’s REPowerEU
plan aims at rapidly reducing energy dependence by 2030 via three critical components:
behavioral changes, diversified energy resources, and a clean energy transition [15]. There-
fore, changing individual behavior to reduce energy consumption and demand could be
the most cost-effective strategy to reach the goal of a sustainable, affordable, equitable,
and secure energy supply in Turkey [20–22]. In light of this goal, there have been many
attempts to rebuild cities and communities in the context of a huge transition from an
agricultural and industrial economy to a knowledge-based economy (such as the wired
city, informational city, virtual city, smart city, intelligent city, sharing city, etc.) [23–25].
As one example, smart cities and communities initiatives are more than just a matter of
putting new technologies into place; instead, they are an attempt to understand how people
use technology to solve their problems in more innovative ways in the information age.
Moreover, smart cities and communities are utilizing technology to empower citizens to
take control of their lifestyles more productively and to encourage them to participate
actively and to cooperate with all stakeholders [26–31]. So, the real smart city needs to
enable the use of the Internet of Things (IoT), virtual reality (VR), artificial intelligence (AI),
and augmented reality (AU) approaches to increase participatory planning. Most crucially,
within the scope of the crowdsourcing IoT (Crowd-IoT) paradigm, the government needs
to encourage its citizens to collaborate to reduce energy consumption and carbon emissions
for a sustainable urban lifestyle [32–35].

According to the wide range of studies, behavioral changes have enormous environ-
mental benefits, as much as ecological consciousness restrictions and practices. For example,
changing transportation choices such as using a bicycle or public transportation instead of
a private car has greater ecological impacts than car-sharing or higher parking fees. More-
over, changing buying behavior has more positive effects on the environment than using
recycled products [36,37]. Additionally, related works show that there is huge potential
to improve energy conservation in public areas, public transportation, and dwellings by
making use of the IoT, meters, and sensors [32–35]. However, these actions are related to
various behavioral antecedents [36,38]. As a crucial part of the conceptual framework of the
study, the Theory of Planned behavior (TPB) has been used to explain and predict a variety
of human behaviors from different disciplines of science, but it is rarely applied in the area
of energy conservation behavior in the context of smart cities and communities [39–45].
Therefore, one of the main aims of the study is to investigate the energy conservation
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behavior of individuals ‘to minimize the negative impact of one’s actions on the natural and built
world’, which has been conceptualized as pro-environmental behavior [46].

In this context, the well-known guides of Ajzek (2006) and Francis et al. (2004) for
operational models of the Theory of Planned Behavior (Icek Ajzen, 1985) have been adapted
for this study regarding the energy conservation behavior in the light of previous studies
in the pro-environmental behavior literature [47,48]. According to the Theory of Planned
Behavior, although there is not always a positive correlation between behavioral intention
and actual behavior, an individual’s intentions are the first precursor to performing a
behavior. Moreover, as can be seen in Figure 1, behavioral intention depends on three
main variables: (1) attitudes toward the behavior, (2) subjective norms, and (3) perceived
behavioral control. As the first variables of TPB, attitudes toward the behavior refer to
the degree of a person’s favorable or unfavorable evaluation of the behavior. Attitudes
are based on two components, which are ‘behavioral beliefs’ (beliefs about consequences
of the behavior), e.g., ‘reducing energy consumption will increase saving money’, and
‘outcome evaluations’ (advantages and disadvantages judgments about of the outcome of
the behavior), e.g., ‘decreasing contributing to the protection of the natural resources is
. . . desirable/undesirable’. Secondly, subjective norms are determined by the perceived
social pressure to perform or not perform a behavior. ‘Normative beliefs’ (the perceived
behavioral expectations of other people), e.g., ‘I feel under pressure of social media to reduce
my energy consumption’) and ‘Motivation to comply’ (positive or negative evaluations
about each normative beliefs) are the two supportive components to measure the subjective
norms dimension. Thirdly, perceived behavioral control reflects people’s beliefs that they
are capable of performing the behavior. Additionally, it can be directly measured by
evaluating the individual’s self-efficacy and beliefs regarding the behavior’s controllability.
It has two indirect measures, which are control beliefs (individual’s beliefs about the
presence or absence of facilitators or barriers to performing the behavior), e.g., ‘the decision
to reduce my energy consumption is beyond my control’, and influence behavior (perceived
power of control beliefs to perform a behavior), e.g., ‘I am confident that I could reduce
my energy consumption if I wanted to’ [47–51]. In addition, as can be seen in Figure 1,
socio-cultural, demographic, environmental, and personal factors might be influential on
behavioral, normative, and control beliefs of individuals about to perform a target behavior.

From an interdisciplinary perspective (urban planning, cognitive science, and infor-
mation and communication science), this paper would like to make a contribution to the
effectiveness of feedback and intervention mechanisms on energy conservation behavior
towards sustainable energy communities. In this context, the impacts of energy feedback
mechanisms on energy consumption behavior will be examined in the neighborhoods of
the Kadikoy District in Istanbul, Turkey in 2019 (This paper is part of an EU-ERANET
Co-fund (smart city) consortium project titled ‘Community Data-Loops for energy-efficient
urban lifestyles (CODALoop)’ and supported by the Scientific and Technological Research
Council of Turkey (TUBITAK), 116K011) Among 39 districts in Istanbul, Kadikoy has been
selected as a case study area because of its diversified socio-economic structure and the
initiatives of the local authority, such as building regulations and recycling policies, that aim
to reduce the district’s carbon footprint and energy use. Therefore, the following sections of
this paper will: (i) describe the design and implementation of the methodology of the study,
including the construction of the survey, the selection of the case study area volunteer
groups, data collection, and feedback and intervention mechanisms; (ii) analyze the effect
of feedback and interventions on the energy consumption behavior of 100 volunteers; and
(iii) discuss the potential of feedback and intervention mechanisms to encourage energy
conservation behavior for sustainable and energy-efficient communities in smart cities.
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Figure 1. The Theory of Reasoned Action and Theory of Planned Behavior (the figure was created by
using resource of Ajzen and Fishbein, 2005 [51]).

2. Materials and Methods

This study will particularly focus on changing patterns of energy consumption be-
havior, and it aims to understand the effects of the feedback and interventions on the
multidimensional structure of energy conservation behavior. In this context, the study
presents a mixed methodology that integrates quantitative and qualitative research meth-
ods. As can be seen below, the methodological framework of the study is operationalized
under four main steps: selection of case study area and volunteers, construction of the
energy-saving behavior questionnaire, designing feedback and interventions, and proce-
dure and data collection.

2.1. Case Study Area

Among 39 districts of the Istanbul Metropolitan Area, Kadikoy has been selected as a
case district because of three main reasons. Firstly, Kadikoy is known as one of the first
built-up districts of Istanbul. The district has 21 neighbourhoods, and both the population
and building density of Kadikoy are quite high compared to the other 38 districts of the
Istanbul Metropolitan Area (Figure 2). Additionally, Kadikoy has a diversified socio-
economic structure as the cultural and commercial center of the Asian side of Istanbul.
Thus, the multi-cultural, multi-ethnic, and multi-religious community characteristics of
the district create a unique identity for Kadikoy. As can be seen in Figure 3, Kadikoy has
high education and socio-economic development level and a higher rate of the elderly
population, in comparison with the other districts in the Istanbul Metropolitan Area [52,53].
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Figure 2. Population Classification (Equal Interval) of Neighborhoods in Kadikoy District (map was
produced based on demographic database of TUIK, 2019 [54]).

Figure 3. Demographic Indicators of Case Study Area (Figure was produced based on demographic
databases of Turkey Statistical Institute (TUIK) (2019) [54] and Veri Arastirma Consulting Firm
(2014) [55]).

Secondly, Kadikoy Municipality is one of the two districts in Istanbul that have signed
the Covenant of Mayors (CoM). As one of the CoM signatories, the local municipality
aims to reduce greenhouse gas emissions of the district through “An Integrated and
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Participatory Climate Action Plan” in line with energy efficiency policies. As part of their
climate action plans, significant ecological attempts of the local municipality can be seen in
Figure 4. These ecological attempts are: the ‘Eco-Sensitive Sustainable Sites Project’, the
‘No Plastic Bag!’ campaign, the Corporate Greenhouse Gas Inventory Development Project,
the Electricity Efficiency Improvement Project (EEIP), the replacement of the municipality
building’s outdoor lighting to LEDs, the municipality’s head office solar collector, and
the transformation to the municipality’s service vehicles to electrical vehicles [52,53]. In
addition, these climate-oriented projects are conducted simultaneously and in cooperation,
as can be seen as a visual abstraction in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Integrated and Participatory Climate Action Plan of Kadikoy District (map was created
based on database of Kadikoy Municipality, 2013 [52]).

Finally, the local government of the Kadikoy district has a citizen-centered approach,
which includes the citizens as essential actors in the policy-making process, and has created
one of the most active volunteering networks (in other words, non-profit and community-
based organization networks) in Istanbul. In the context of the methodology, volunteers’
participation, commitment, and motivation to the research are consequential for the study.
Therefore, the other selection criterion of the research was an active volunteering social in-
frastructure. So, as can be seen in Figure 5, the strong connection and organization between
both the volunteer groups and the local government create an excellent opportunity to gain
participants for the research.
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Figure 5. Participants and Volunteering Network of Kadikoy District (map was created by using
Survey123 location data of 100 volunteers (via ESRI software) and Volunteer House data [56]).

2.1.1. The Energy-Saving Behavioral Questionnaire

The Theory of Planned Behavior (Icek Ajzen, 1985) has been used by psychologists and
non-psychologists to explain and predict various human behaviors in different disciplines of
science. Moreover, there is a high volume of studies using the Theory of Planned Behavior
(TPB) in the behavioral change literature, which demonstrates the theory’s success in
predicting and understanding individuals’ behavioral intentions and actual behavior over
time. However, the TPB is rarely used in the area of energy conservation behavior in
the context of smart cities and sustainable and energy-efficient communities [39–45,57].
Consequently, the importance and originality of this paper is that it explores through
the TPB questionnaire why some individuals change their energy consumption behavior
to be more sustainable while others do not. In line with this purpose, the well-known
guidelines of Ajzen (2002, 2006) [47,58] and Francis et al. (2004) [48]’s ‘Constructing
a Theory of Planned Behavior Questionnaire’ were used to develop an ‘Energy-Saving
Behavioral Questionnaire’ (Figure S1) for this study. This part of the paper briefly explains
how to construct and measure a TPB questionnaire specifically created to explore energy
conservation behavior in the context of sustainable and energy-efficient communities.

According to the first step of the guidelines of Ajzen (2002 and 2006) [47,58] and
Francis et al. (2004) [48], the target behavior of this study has been defined in terms of
its Target, Action, Context, and Time (TACT). In this context, the target behavior of this
questionnaire is described as “reducing energy consumption within the next eight months”.
The target and the action of the study are determined as “100 volunteers from Kadikoy
district of Istanbul Metropolitan Area” and “energy conservation actions”. Consequently,
the context of the study is concluded as “Energy Conservation Behavior to building a
Sustainable and Energy-Efficient Community”.

Secondly, Ajzen (2002 and 2006) [47,58] and Francis et al. (2004) [48] suggested that
attitude (a), subjective norms (b), and perceived behavioral control (c) variables should
be measured directly as well as indirectly to build a behavioral survey. Accordingly, the
question format and procedure of the guidelines were used to construct questionnaire items
about both direct and indirect measurements (i.e., a1—behavioral beliefs; a2—outcome
evaluations; b1—normative beliefs; b2—motivation to comply; c1—control beliefs; c2—
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influence behavior). In addition to this, the question items about indirect measurements
are constructed as a result of the preliminary elicitation study, which includes both the
the organization of a focus group meeting (with ten respondents who are members of a
Sustainable Energy Efficiency Initiative in Kadikoy) and interviews [47,48,51,57,58].

In line with the guidelines, the third step was about the questionnaire of this study,
which was constructed with forty carefully worded items. In addition to the forty ques-
tions of this TPB questionnaire, seven questions about ‘socio-structural and demographic’
factors and five questions about ‘neighborhood belonging’ were asked in the context of the
conceptual framework of sustainable and smart communities in this study. Additionally, as
Francis and others (2004) explain, response scales of the questions are unipolar (1 to 7) or
bipolar (−3 +3) depending on whether the concept to be measured is uni-directional (e.g.,
probability) or bi-directional (e.g., evaluation). From this point of view, the unipolar scales
were used for direct measurements of predictor variables, while the bipolar scales were
used for indirect measures of predictor variables [40,43,48,59,60].

In the next step, question items were translated into Turkish (the study’s target lan-
guage) using ‘back-translation’ methods. In the translation stage of the study, sample
questionnaires in the target language of the several Theory of Planned Behavior studies
were evaluated in terms of terminology, expression, and generalizability [61–64].

In the final step, another group was organized with forty volunteer-based people,
selected for the pretesting of the questionnaire. Respondents answered basic control
questions related to the questionnaire, such as ‘are there any items difficult to answer?’ or
‘does the questionnaire feel too repetitive?’ [48]. After the comments of respondents on the
items, the final version of the Energy-Saving Behavioral Questionnaire was structured, and
question items were ordered according to the guidelines of Francis and others (2004).

2.1.2. Measuring Predictor Variables of the Energy-Saving Behavioral Questionnaire

As the first precursor to performing an energy conservation behavior, ‘intentions’
consist of expectations, desires, and decisions. Therefore, one of the most commonly used
methods to measure behavioral intention, ‘generalised intention’, was used to specifically
explore intentions to oppose/agree with energy-saving behavior, as detailed below. In
keeping with the TACT principles of the study, behavioral intention was evaluated using
three main question items (Cronbach’s α of 0.83). The intention (INT) variable was rated
using 7-point Likert-type scales, ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree), as
recommended by Francis and others [48] (Table 1). The responses to the three question
items were averaged to understand the participant’s intention to perform the behavior. The
higher the number, the stronger the intention of participants to reduce energy consumption
within the next eight months.

Table 1. Intention (the table was created by using resource of Ajzen and Fishbein, 2005) [51] .

Predictor Variable Questionnaire Items Scale Adapted From

Intention (INT)
I expect to reduce my energy
consumption within the next

6 months

7-point Likert Scale: 1
(strongly disagree)–7 (strongly

agree)

Francis et al. (2004), Ajzen
(2002) [48,58]

I want to reduce my energy
consumption within the next

6 months
I intend to reduce my energy
consumption within the next

6 months.

Attitudes (ATT) toward the behavior refer to the degree of a person’s favorable or
unfavorable evaluation of the behavior. In this context, 12 question items on the attitudes
were developed for the context of this study from Francis et al. (2004), Ajzen (1985), and
Ajzen (2002) [48,50,58]. Four of these question items were used to evaluate the direct
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measurement of attitudes toward the energy-saving behavior, with each item rated using
7-point evaluative-semantic differential scales (while a Likert scale measures agreement
or disagreement with a particular statement, a semantic differential scale measures the
connotative meaning of things). The four item scores were averaged, and the higher scores
reflect a positive attitude to reducing energy consumption within the next eight months.
Additionally, eight question items were used for the indirect measurement of attitudes
(Table 2). As recommended by Francis et al. (2004) [48], for each behavioral belief, the belief
score on the (1) unlikely–(7) likely scale is multiplied by the relevant evaluation score on
the (−3) extremely undesirable–(+3) extremely desirable scale. Then, all of the belief scores
were summed to create an overall attitude score. At the end of the calculation, a positive (+)
score means that the participant is in favor of reducing their energy consumption. However,
a negative (−) score means that the participant is against reducing energy consumption. In
addition, items of the attitude dimension showed internal consistency with a Cronbach’s α
of 0.71.

Table 2. Attitude (the table was created by using resource of Ajzen and Fishbein, 2005 [51]).

Predictor Variable Questionnaire Items Scale Adapted From

Direct measurement of:
Attitude (ATT)

Reducing my energy
consumption within the next

6 months would be...

7-point Semantic Differential:
1 harmful–7

beneficial/7-point Semantic
Differential: 1 pleasant–7

unpleasant/7-point Semantic
Differential: 1 the wrong thing

to do–7 the right thing to
do/7-point Semantic

Differential: 1 good practice–7
bad practice

Francis et al. (2004), Ajzen
(1985), Ajzen (2002) [48,50,58]

Components of Attitude:
Behavioral Beliefs

If I reduce my energy
consumption, I will contribute
to the protection of the natural

resources./If I reduce my
energy consumption, I will be
saving money./If I reduce my
energy consumption, I have to
change my lifestyle./It causes

a lot of worry and concern
about the future of natural
resources, if I reduce my

energy consumption

7-point Likert Scale:1
unlikely–7 likely

Francis et al. (2004), Ajzen
(1985), Ajzen (2002) [48,50,58]

Components of Attitude:
Outcome Evaluations

Contributing to the protection
of the natural resources

is.../Saving money
is.../Changing my lifestyle
is.../Causing a lot of worry

and concern about the future
of natural resources is...

7-point Likert Scale: −3
extremely undesirable–+3

extremely desirable
Francis et al. (2004) [48]

Subjective norm (SN) reflects the perceived social pressure of participant’s immediate
social network, consisting of reference groups: family, friends, neighbors, or the govern-
ment. In this study, five question items, which are adapted from Ajzen (2002) and Francis
et al. (2004) [48,58], were used to evaluate the direct measurement of subjective norms, with
each item rated using a 7-point Likert Scale as 1 (should)–7 (should not) and 1 (strongly
disagree)–7 (strongly agree). The responses of the four question items were averaged to
give an overall subjective norm score. The high scores consistently reflect greater social
pressure to reduce energy consumption levels. Moreover, eight question items were used
for the indirect measurement of subjective norms: four items for normative beliefs, and
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another four items for motivation to comply, as you can see in Table 3. According to Francis
et al. (2004) [48], the belief score on the −3 (should not) –+3 (should) scale is multiplied by
the score relating to the 1 (not at all)–7 (very much) scale for each normative belief. Finally,
the outcomes were summed to calculate an overall subjective norm score. Hence, a positive
(+) overall subjective norm score means that the participant experiences social pressure
to reduce energy consumption. However, a negative (−) score means that the participant
experiences social pressure not to reduce energy consumption. Moreover, all items of the
subjective norm dimension showed high internal consistency reliability with a Cronbach’s
α of 0.82.

Table 3. Subjective Norms (the table was created by using resource of Ajzen and Fishbein (2005)
[51]).

Predictor Variable Questionnaire Items Scale Adapted From

Direct measurement of
Subjective Norms (SN)

Most people who are
important to me think that I
should or should not reduce

my energy consumption.

7-point Likert Scale: 1
should–7 should not Francis et al. (2004) [48]

Direct measurement of
Subjective Norms

It is expected of me that I
reduce my energy

consumption./I feel under
pressure of social media to

reduce my energy
consumption./I feel under

social pressure to reduce my
energy consumption./People
who are important to me want

me to reduce my energy
consumption.

7-point Likert Scale: 1 strongly
disagree–7 strongly agree Francis et al. (2004) [48]

Components of Subjective
Norms: Normative Beliefs

My family thinks I
should/should not reduce my

energy consumption./The
government/Municipality

would approve/disapprove of
my reducing energy

consumption./My friends
would approve/disapprove of

my reducing energy
consumption./My neighbors
do/do not reduce their energy

consumption.

7-point Likert Scale: −3
should not–+3 should

Francis et al. (2004), Ajzen
(2002) [48,58]

Components of Subjective
Norms: Motivation to comply

Doing what my family thinks
I should do is important to

me./The
government/Municipality’s

approval of reducing my
energy consumption is
important to me./The

approval of my friends is
important to me./Doing what

other neighbors do is
important to me.

7-point Likert Scale: 1 not at
all–7 very much (extremely) Francis et al. (2004) [48].

Perceived behavioral control (PBC) reflects individuals’ perceptions of their capability
to perform a behavior. In this study, perceived behavioral control is measured with twelve
items adapted from Ajzen (2002) and Francis et al. (2004) [48,58]. The four items of direct
measurement of perceived behavioral control were assessed using 7-point Likert-type
scales, ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree) or 1 (easy) to 7 (difficult).
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Scores of the four items were averaged, with higher scores reflecting a greater level of
control over the reducing energy consumption within the next eight months. In addition,
eight more question items were used for the indirect measurement of perceived behavioral
control: four items for control beliefs and another four items for influence behavior, as can
be seen in Table 4. As recommended by Francis et al. (2004), for each behavioral belief, the
belief score on the (1) unlikely–(7) likely scale is multiplied by the relevant item on the (−3)
less likely–(+3) more likely scale. Finally, all of the belief scores were summed to create
a total perceived behavioral control score. A positive (+) result of the overall perceived
behavioral control score means that the participant feels in control of reducing energy
consumption. However, a negative (−) score means that the participant does not feel in
control of reducing energy consumption. Furthermore, all items of perceived behavioral
control showed internal consistency, with a Cronbach’s α of 0.71.

Table 4. Perceived Behavioral Control (the table was created by using resource of Ajzen and Fishbein
(2005) [51]).

Predictor Variable Questionnaire Items Scale Adapted From

Direct measurement of
Perceived Behavioral Control

(PBC): Self efficacy

I am confident that I could
reduce my energy

consumption if I wanted
to/For me to reduce my
energy consumption is..

7-point Likert Scale: 1
should–7 should not /7-point
Likert Scale: 1 easy–7 difficult

Francis et al. (2004) [48]

Direct measurement of
Perceived Behavioral Control:

Controllability

The decision to reduce my
energy consumption is

beyond my control/Whether I
reduce my energy

consumption or not is entirely
up to me.

7-point Likert Scale: 1 strongly
disagree–7 strongly agree Francis et al. (2004) [48]

Components of Perceived
Behavioral Control: Control

Beliefs

Energy calculator of the
Platform is complicated for

me./Using alternative energy
resources is very important

for reducing energy
consumption./When I am

reducing my energy
consumption I feel that I am

forced to change my
habits./Energy efficient
appliances do not have

reasonable prices.

7-point Likert Scale: 1
unlikely–7 likely

Francis et al. (2004), Ajzen
(2002) [48,58]

Components of Perceived
Behavioral Control: Influence

Behavior

I am ... to reduce my energy
consumption if the energy

calculator platforms are
complicated for me./I am ...

to reduce my energy
consumption if I try

energy-saving suggestions./I
am ... to reduce my energy

consumption if I feel that I am
forced to change my habit./I
am ... to reduce my energy

consumption if energy
efficient appliances do not

have reasonable price.

7-point Likert Scale: −3 less
likely–+3 more likely Francis et al. 2004 [48]

According to the Siero et al. (1996) and Ajzen (2002) [58,65], the final questionnaire also
includes measures of demographic characteristics and other background factors related
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to a case study of the research. Therefore, the participants were asked seven question
items about socio-structural and demographic variables, as shown in Table 5. In addition,
the volunteers were asked about the name of their neighborhood to observe the spatial
distribution of the energy conservation behavior at the neighborhood level. Additionally,
the neighborhood belonging variable was added to the questionnaire to see their attachment
to the neighborhood and to understand the relationship between participant’s energy
consumption behavior, community actions, and local authority attempts. Accordingly,
the neighborhood belonging of the participants was measured with the five following
question items, as shown in Table 6. To assess neighborhood belonging and personality
variables, participants were asked to evaluate the consequences on a 7-point scale ranging
from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). The responses of the five question items
(Cronbach’s α = 0.74) were averaged to give an overall neighborhood belonging score.

Table 5. Socio-structural and Demographic Questions (the table was created by using resource of
Ajzen and Fishbein, 2005 [51]).

Predictor Variable Questionnaire Items Scale Adapted From

Socio-structural and
Demographic Questions

What gender do you identify
as?/What is your age?/What
is your current employment
status?/What is the highest

degree or level of school you
have completed?/What is
your monthly household

income?/How many people
are in your household?/What

is the name of your
neighborhood?

Multiple Choice
Francis et al. (2004), Ajzen

(2002), Siero et al.
(1996) [48,58,65]

Table 6. Neighborhood Belonging (the table was created by using resource of Ajzen and Fishbein,
2005 [51]).

Predictor Variable Questionnaire Items Scale Adapted From

Neighborhood Belonging
(NB)

If I have to act with my
neighbors, I can reduce my
energy consumption./I am

curious about energy
consumption of other

neighborhoods in
Kadıkoy./Energy

consumption level of other
neighborhoods affects my
energy consumption./My

social media network affects
me to reduce my energy

consumption./Government
support and approval is very
important for me to reduce
my energy consumption.

7-point Likert Scale: 1 strongly
disagree–7 strongly

agree/7-point Likert Scale: 1
not at all–7 very much

(extremely)

Siero et al. (1996), Ajzen,
(2002) [58,65]

As mentioned at the beginning of the section, there are forty-five psychological ques-
tions in the survey to measure the energy conservation behavior of volunteers. Question
numbers, response format, scoring information about items, and construct measures of the
behavioral questionnaire are presented in Table 7.
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Table 7. Scoring Key for Energy-Saving Behavioral Questionnaire (the table was created by using the
resource of Ajzen and Fishbein, 2005 [51]).

Question Numbers Response Format Items Requiring
Multiplication Construct Measured

33, 18, 40 1 to 7 Generalized Intention
20 to 23 1 to 7 Attitudes (Direct Measure)

1 to 4 1 to 7 1 × 9; 2 × 10 ; Behavioral Beliefs
9 to 12 −3 to +3 3 × 11; 4 × 12 Outcome evaluations
5 to 8 1 to 7 5 × 28; 6 × 29; Control Belief Strength

28 to 31 −3 to +3 7 × 30; 8 × 31 Control Belief Power
24 to 27 1 to 7 13 × 24; 14 × 25; Motivation to comply
13 to 16 −3 to +3 15 × 26; 16 × 27 Normative Beliefs

32, 38, 17, 34, 19 1 to 7 Subjective Norms (Direct Measure)
41 to 45 1 to 7 Neighborhood Belonging

39, 36, 37, 35 1 to 7 Perceived Behavioral Control (direct measure)

2.2. Selection of Volunteers

Participants of the study were identified by using critical case sampling methods. In
line with the context of the study and with the lessons learned from the previous pilot and
beta test meetings which were organized to test survey questions, there were five initial
criteria for selecting the participants as follows: (1) living in Kadikoy district (because of
the case study area selection), (2) able to commit themselves to the eight-month period of
the research (to track their pattern of energy behavioral), (3) to have Internet access (to
fill out energy behavioral survey), (4) to have an email address (to access online feedback
and interventions), and (5) to have a social media account such as Facebook, Instagram, or
Twitter (to access online feedback and interventions). Based on these selection criteria, 100
citizens living in the Kadikoy district volunteered to participate in the research study for
eight months, with the support of the local municipality and local organizations.

When the socio-demographic characteristics of the 100 volunteers were examined, it
was noted that the participants had heterogeneous socio-demographic characteristics in
terms of age groups, ethnicity, salary, level of education, and occupation in Kadikoy. Just
over half of the participants (53%) were female, whereas 47% were male. When the age
distribution of the volunteers was analyzed, the majority of them were between 25 and
35 years old (27%). This was followed by the 46–55 (22%) and 36–45 (20%) age groups.
Additionally, 48 percent of the volunteers had a bachelor’s degree, and 7% had higher
education, such as a master’s or doctoral degree, whereas 14% only had primary school
education. When occupation of the volunteers was examined, sales and marketing sector
(20.7% of users), unemployed (11.8% of users), and retirees (10.8% of users) were the major
groups. Moreover, the participants were divided into four groups based on their monthly
income levels: 46% earned TL 2001–4000, 27% earned TL 4001–5000, and 21% earned TL
5001–6000 TL (Turkey’s average monthly income was TL 1798 in 2018. In the same year,
the minimum wage was TL 1603 (Republic of Turkey Ministry of Family, Labour and Social
Services (TUIK), 2018)) The household size of the volunteers was dominantly recorded as
two persons (44%) and three or four persons (31%) (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Socio-demographic characteristics of volunteers—a screenshot from dashboard of Sur-
vey123 (Figure was created by using Survey123 system of ESRI software).

2.3. Designing Feedback and Intervention Mechanism

According to the Feedback Intervention Theory (FIT) (Kluger and Denisi, 1996 [66]),
feedback which is defined as a consequence of performance is an indispensable component
of behavioral change in the transition to a sustainable lifestyle [65,67,68]. Moreover, there
are a number of extensive cross-sectional studies suggesting that among different feedback
types, comparative, historical, and goal-setting feedback are the most effective feedback
types on changing behavior [65,69–72]. Overall, all the studies reviewed here highlight
the need for comparative, goal setting, and historical feedback types when designing a
feedback mechanism for behavioral change in the context of the study.

Table 8 illustrates the feedback types, frequency, objectives, participants, time periods,
and target scale which are planned as dimensions of the feedback and intervention plan
of the research [65–68]. From Table 8, it can be seen that the volunteers of the study
received comparative, goal setting, and historical feedback via the ‘Energy Trendline
Report’ intervention of the research (Figure 7). Every month, volunteers were informed
about their personalized energy-saving amounts for each month (which was designed
as a part of historical feedback), personalized energy-saving suggestions for the next
month (designed as a part of goal-setting feedback), and were informed about energy
saving amounts of other individuals in the experiment (designed as a part of comparative
feedback) via the ‘Energy Trendline Report’. (Energy consumption levels and energy saving
amounts of volunteers were gathered from a web-based, data-driven learning platform.
The name of the web-based platform is ‘CODALoop’ (Community Data Loops for Energy-
Efficient Urban Lifestyles), which was developed as a part of the EU-ERANET co-fund
consortium project).
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Table 8. Feedback and Intervention Plan.

Intervention
Name

Objective of the
Intervention

Total Number of
Interventions and

Frequency

Number of
Participants Feedback Type Target Scale

Energy Trendline
Report

Providing
personalized

energy-saving
suggestions for the

next month

8/every month 100 Comparative,
Goal-Setting

At individual
scale.

Scientific Text on
energy efficient
lifestyle (news,

papers, etc.) via
emails and social

media posts

Providing
awareness on

energy efficiency
through scientific

knowledge.

32/every week 100 Comparative,
Goal-Setting

At individual
scale.

Movie Night

Providing
consciousness on
energy efficient
lifestyle through
visual feedbacks

1/once 10–20 Interactive At community
scale.

My Energy Story
Night

Offering a stage to
express their

energy saving
story.

1/once 10–20 Interactive At community
scale.

Figure 7. Energy Trendline Report was designed as a part of the feedback and interventions of
the study.
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In addition to this, comparative and goal-setting feedback was also provided to the
volunteers via the ‘Scientific Texts’ intervention of the research. In total, volunteers received
‘Energy Efficiency Bulletin’, ‘Energy Efficiency Control Guide’ (personalized energy-saving
suggestions to provide awareness for a sustainable lifestyle) and scientific texts about
social aspects and economic consequences of excessive energy consumption and global
limitations for a sustainable future via email groups (Google groups which were specifically
created for the research) and the social media platforms such as Facebook and Instagram
accounts of the research project. Moreover, the social media platforms of the research
created virtual communication spaces for the volunteers to share their knowledge and
energy-saving stories with each other (designed as a part of the comparative feedback).
Additionally, these feedback types were supported with face-to-face interventions in order
to create a connection among the volunteers to discuss common problems regarding
energy conservation. These face-to-face interventions were: (1) ‘Movie Night’ (a night
for volunteers to get together to watch energy-consciousness-related movies) and (2) ‘My
Energy Story Night’ (an event for volunteers to get together and share energy conservation
experiences through energy diaries).

2.4. The Experiment 100: Procedure and Data Collection

The study adopted a pre-test–post-test (time 1, before the feedback and intervention
program, and time 2, after the feedback and intervention program) experimental design
to measure the effects of feedback and interventions on the multidimensional variable of
energy-saving behavior over a period of eight months. According to the selection criteria
of the study, 100 citizens volunteered to participate in the research for a period of eight
months. As a part of the feedback and intervention plan, each volunteer received the
‘Energy Conscious Volunteer Kit’ after their commitment to the research project. This
kit included a control guide about their energy efficiency at home, a brochure about the
importance of saving energy, an energy diary to write their stories about their energy
consumption experience, and a volunteer badge. Moreover, 100 volunteers received com-
parative, historical, and goal-setting feedback, which has proven to be the most effective
feedback type, according to the literature [70–74].

In order to observe the effects of feedback and interventions on multidimensional
variables of energy conservation behavior, the 100 volunteers filled out the ‘Energy-Saving
Behavioral Questionnaire’ both at time 1 (t1) and time 2 (t2) via the Survey123 solutions
from the ESRI Software Company. Then, all of the responses (with the overall response
rate being 100 percent) were centralized in an online database. After that, the energy
conservation behavioral data of 100 volunteers were gathered from the Survey123 platform,
and the responses to the psychological questions were scored according to the guidelines
of Ajzen (2002 and 2006) and Francis et al. (2004), as can be seen in Table 7 [47,48,58]. The
present study was conducted with the following analyses to test the hypothesis: reliability,
normality (Kolmogorov–Smirnov and Shapiro–Wilk), and paired sample t-test (using IBM
SPSS Statistics V.26) to test the effect of the feedback and intervention programs on the
changes in multidimensional variables of energy conservation behavior at t1 and t2.

3. Results and Findings

A paired sample t-test was conducted to evaluate the impact of the feedback and
interventions on energy conservation behavior of 100 volunteers (Table 9). In this context,
the null hypothesis (H0) is that the average difference in multidimensional variables of
energy conservation behavior scores is 0 from t1 (intention: M = 5.76, SD = 1.30; attitude:
M = 6.21, SD = 1.14, and indirect measurement M = 5.24, SD = 0.72; subjective norm:
M = 3.61, SD = 1.13, and indirect measurement M = 5.13, SD = 0.99; perceived behavioral
control: M = 5.20, SD = 1.26, and indirect measurement M = 4.79, SD = 0.73; neighborhood
belonging: M = 4.22, SD = 1.44) to t2 (intention: M = 6.07, SD = 1.03; attitude M = 6.40,
SD = 0.97, and indirect measurement M = 5.09, SD = 0.63; subjective norm: M = 4.08,
SD = 1.21, and indirect measurement M = 5.25, SD = 0.96; perceived behavioral control:
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M = 5.28, SD = 1.22, and indirect measurement M = 4.48, SD = 0.51; neighborhood be-
longing: M = 4.42, SD = 1.43). However, prior to conducting the analysis, the assumption
of normally distributed difference scores was examined. Then, the Shapiro–Wilk test
was performed, showing no evidence of non-normality (W(100) = 0.96 , intention: skew-
ness = 0.75, kurtosis = 1.20; attitude (direct measurement): skewness = 0.20, kurtosis = 0.87
and attitude (indirect measurement): skewness = −0.18, kurtosis = 0.29; subjective norm
(direct measurement) skewness = 0.16, kurtosis = 0.59 and subjective norm (indirect measure-
ment): skewness = 0.26, kurtosis = −0.05; perceived behavioral control (direct measurement):
skewness = 0.38, kurtosis = 0.56 and perceived behavioral control (indirect measurement):
skewness = −0.30, kurtosis = 0.97; neighborhood belonging: skewness = 0.13, kurtosis = 0.44).
According to Hair et al. (2010) [75], values for skewness or kurtosis less than ± 1.0 indicate
that the skewness or kurtosis for the distribution can be considered normal. However,
Tabachnick and Fidell (2013) [76] conclude that skewness or kurtosis values between ±1.5
are, in many cases, also acceptable and can be considered normal. Based on these out-
comes and after visual examination of the histogram and the QQ plot, the assumption was
considered satisfied, and a paired sample t-test was considered appropriate in this case.

Table 9. Paired Samples Statistics between Pre-feedback and interventions and Post-feedback Scores
of the Experimental Group.

Direct Measures n 1 Mean 1 SD 1 n 2 Mean 2 SD 2 t df Sig. (2-Tailed)

INT 100 5.76 1.3 100 6.07 1.03 −2.75 99 0.00 *
ATT 100 6.21 1.14 100 6.40 0.97 −1.69 99 0.09
SN 100 3.61 1.13 100 4.08 1.21 −4.07 99 0.00 *

PBC 100 5.20 1.26 100 5.28 1.22 0.67 99 0.50
NB 100 4.22 1.44 100 4.42 1.43 −1.45 99 0.14

Indirect Measures (Belief-Based Measures) n 1 Mean 1 SD 1 n 2 Mean 2 SD 2 t df Sig. (2-Tailed)

ATT/Behavioral Beliefs and Outcome
Evaluations 100 5.24 0.72 100 5.09 0.63 2.29 99 0.02 *

SN/Normative Beliefs and Motivation to
Comply 100 5.13 0.99 100 5.25 0.96 −1.17 99 0.24

PBC/Control Beliefs and Influence Behavior 100 4.79 0.73 100 4.48 0.51 3.60 99 0.00

1 t1 (before the feedback and interventions program). 2 t2 (after the feedback and interventions program).
* Significant at a confidence level of p < 0.05. Statistical results are reported in APA style using the symbol n for
the total sample size, SD for the standard deviation, t for t-statistic df for degrees of freedom, and Sig. (2-tailed)
for two-tailed p-value.

A paired sample t-test was conducted to see the effects of feedback and intervention
on the energy conservation behavior of the 100 volunteers from before the feedback and
intervention program to after the feedback and intervention program. The results indicate
that the null hypothesis was rejected for the intention score (t(99) = −2.75, p = 0.00), the
attitude (indirect measurements) score (t(99) = 2.29, p = 0.02), the subjective norm (direct
measurements) score (t(99) = −4.17, p = 0.00), and the perceived behavioral control (indirect
measurement) score (t(99) = 3.60, p = 0.00). Therefore, the energy conservation behavior
scores of the volunteers after the feedback and interventions (intention: M = 6.07, SD = 1.03;
subjective norm: direct measurement M = 4.08, SD = 1.21; perceived behavioral control:
indirect measurement M = 4.48, SD = 0.51) were statistically significantly higher than the
energy conservation behavior scores of the volunteers before the feedback and interventions
(intention: M = 5.76, SD = 1.30; subjective norm: M = 3.61, SD = 1.13; perceived behavioral
control: indirect measurement M = 4.48, SD = 0.51). Moreover, the attitude (indirect
measurement) variable of the energy conservation behavior scores of the volunteers after
the feedback and interventions (M = 5.09, SD = 0.63) were statistically significantly lower
than the attitude (indirect measurement) variable of the energy conservation behavior scores
before the feedback and interventions (M = 5.24, SD = 0.72). Consequently, there is enough
evidence to support the claim that the feedback and interventions affected the energy
conservation behavioral scores of the volunteers in the following dimensions: intention,
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attitude (indirect measurement: behavioral beliefs and outcome evaluations), subjective
norm (direct measurement), and perceived behavioral control (indirect measurement:
control beliefs and influence behavior).

Interestingly, other results indicate that the null hypothesis failed to reject for the follow-
ing psychological variables of energy conservation behavior: attitude (direct measurements)
score: t(99) = −1.69, p = 0.09; subjective norm (indirect measurements) score: t(99) = −1.17,
p = 0.24; perceived behavioral control (direct measurement) score: t(99) = −0.67, p = 0.50;
and neighborhood belonging scores: t(99) = −1.45, p = 0.14. So, there was not a significant
difference in the energy conservation behavior scores of volunteers after the feedback and
interventions (attitude (direct measurements) score: M = 6.40, SD = 0.97; subjective norm
(indirect measurements) score: M = 5.25, SD = 0.96; perceived behavioral control (direct
measurement) score: M = 5.28, SD = 0.51; and neighborhood belonging score: M = 4.42,
SD = 1.43) and before the feedback and interventions (attitude (direct measurements) score:
M = 6.21, SD = 1.14; subjective norm (indirect measurements) score: M = 5.13, SD = 0.99;
perceived behavioral control score (direct measurement): M = 5.20, SD = 0.12; and neighbor-
hood belonging: M = 4.22, SD = 1.44). Correspondingly, as can be seen in Table 10, there is
not enough evidence to support the claim that there would be an effect of the feedback and
interventions on 100 volunteers’ energy conservation behavioral scores for the following
dimensions: attitude (direct measurements), subjective norm (indirect measurements),
perceived behavioral control (direct measurement), and neighborhood belonging scores. In
addition, a graphical representation of the means and adjusted 95 % confidence intervals
(CI) is displayed in Table 10.

Table 10. Results of the Paired Samples t-tests between Pre-feedback and interventions and Post-
feedback Scores of the Experimental Group.

Direct Measures Mean SD SE 95% CI
Lower

95% CI
Upper t df Sig. (2-Tailed)

INT −0.30 1.10 0.11 −0.52 0.08 −2.75 99 0.00 *
ATT −0.19 1.15 0.11 −0.42 0.03 −1.69 99 0.09
SN −0.47 1.15 0.11 −0.69 0.24 −4.07 99 0.00 *

PBC −0.08 1.18 0.11 −0.31 0.15 0.67 99 0.50
NB −0.20 1.37 0.13 −0.47 0.07 −1.45 99 0.14

Indirect Measures (Belief-Based Measures) Mean SD SE 95% CI
Lower

95% CI
Upper t df Sig. (2-Tailed)

ATT/Behavioral Beliefs and Outcome Evaluations 0.15 0.68 0.06 0.20 0.29 2.29 99 0.02 *
SN/Normative Beliefs and Motivation to Comply −0.12 1.06 0.10 0.33 0.08 −1.17 99 0.24

PBC/Control Beliefs and Influence Behavior 0.30 0.85 0.08 0.13 0.47 3.60 99 0.00 *

* Significant at a confidence level of p < 0.05. Statistical results are reported in APA style using the symbol SD for
the standard deviation, SE for Std Error Mean, 95% CI Lower and 95% CI Upper for 95% Confidence Interval of
the Difference, t for t-statistic df for degrees of freedom, and Sig. (2-tailed) for two-tailed p-value.

There is strong evidence that the feedback and interventions program improves be-
havioral intentions (t(99) = −2.75, p = 0.00), attitudes (behavioral beliefs and outcome
evaluations) (t(99) = 2.29, p = 0.02), subjective norms (t(99) = −4.07, p = 0.00), perceived
behavioral control (control beliefs and influence behavior) (t(99) = 3.60, p = 0.00) variables
of energy conservation behavior (Table 10). Alternatively, this can be described as an
effect size given by the absolute value of the difference in means (behavioral intentions
(M = −0.30); attitudes (behavioral beliefs and outcome evaluations) (M = 0.15); subjective
norms (M = −0.47); perceived behavioral control (control beliefs and influence behavior)
(M = 0.30)) divided by the standard deviation (behavioral intentions (SD = 1.10; attitudes (be-
havioral beliefs and outcome evaluations) (SD = 0.68); subjective norms (SD = 1.15); perceived
behavioral control (control beliefs and influence behavior) (SD = 0.85)), which is approxi-
mately 0.27 (this is classified as a ‘small’ effect size) for behavioral intention, 0.22 (classified
as a ‘small’ effect size) for attitudes (behavioral beliefs and outcome evaluations), 0.40
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(‘medium’ effect size) for subjective norms, and 0.35 (‘medium’ effect size) for perceived
behavioral control (control beliefs and influence behavior), as shown in Table 11 [77].

Table 11. Results of the Paired Samples t-tests between Pre-feedback and interventions and Post-
feedback Scores of the Experimental Group.

Cognitive Measures of Energy Conservation Behavior t n Sig. (2-Tailed) Effect Size(d) Effect Size
Groups

INT −2.75 100 0.00 * 0.27 Small
ATT/Behavioral Beliefs and Outcome Evaluations 2.29 100 0.024 * 0.22 Small

SN −4.07 100 0.00 * 0.40 Medium
PBC/Control Beliefs and Influence Behavior 3.60 100 0.00 * 0.35 Medium

* Significant at a confidence level of p < 0.05. Statistical results are reported in APA style using the symbol t for
t-statistic, n for the total sample size, and Sig. (2-tailed) for two-tailed p-value.

4. Discussion

It is expected that the global energy demand will continue to rise by 2050 while natural
resources will dramatically decrease every day. However, the goals of decarbonization,
net-zero emissions targets, climate emergency calls (1.5 ◦C global warming limit), smart
environmental transformation, and energy transition efforts bring hope for fundamental
changes in climate action all around the world, as can bee seen in the objectives of the Paris
Agreement and the Kyoto Protocol. All of these efforts have proven that ‘change’ is not
going to happen overnight, as it will take time, effort, and bottom-up collective actions to
reach a green energy transition for all.

Among OECD countries, Turkey has had the fastest-growing energy demand ratio
over the last twenty years. Thus, the current Turkish energy policies aim to reduce energy
dependency and energy consumption through increased energy efficiency and energy
conservation, as a smart energy transition not only involves low-carbon technologies, de-
centralized energy systems, infrastructure, policies, and standards, but also improving
energy efficiency, adopting energy-saving techniques, changing consumption patterns
in households, and urban mobility choices in a sustainable urban energy system [2,78].
According to the study conducted by the Ministry of Energy, it has been found that the
energy-saving potential is considerable at 30% in the building sector, 20% in the industrial
sector, and 15% in the transportation sector [17,18,79]. The findings indicate that encourag-
ing energy conservation based on behavioral measures at an individual level could be a
key strategy in the energy transition.

This study aims to understand the multidimensional dynamics of energy conservation
behavior through feedback and interventions mechanism. In this context, the impacts
of energy feedback mechanisms on energy conservation behavior are examined in the
neighborhoods of the Kadikoy District in Istanbul, Turkey. Among the 39 districts in
Istanbul, Kadikoy has been selected as a case study area because of its diversified socio-
economic structure and due to the local authority’s initiatives, such as building regulations
and recycling policies, aimed at reducing the district’s carbon footprint and energy use.
According to the selection criteria of the study, 100 residents volunteered to participate
in the research for a period of eight months. It is important to mention that all of the
volunteers received comparative, historical, and goal-setting feedback, as well as face-to-
face interventions (as a part of the feedback and intervention plan of the study) during
the research period. Since the study was limited to measuring the effects of the feedback
and intervention on energy conservation behavior, it was not possible to measure which
feedback and interventions were more effective for volunteers. Another uncontrolled factor
is whether the volunteers received the online interventions, such as emails and social media
posts, or read the energy reports or energy bulletin. In addition, participation in face-to-
face activities was optional. Moreover, the 100 volunteers filled out the ’Energy-Saving
Behavioral Questionnaire’, specifically constructed in order to measure changing patterns
of energy conservation behavior, two times: at the beginning (t1) and at the end of the
experiment (t2). By the end of the survey period, energy conservation behavioral data had
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been collected from 100 volunteers and centralized in a database. To test the hypothesis,
the present study used the following tests: reliability, normality, and paired sample t-test
(using IBM SPSS Statistics V.26.) to test the effect of the feedback and interventions program
on the change in multidimensional variables of energy conservation behavior at t1 and t2.

When comparing the two results, it can be seen that the energy conservation behavior
scores of volunteers after the feedback and interventions (intention: M = 6.07, SD = 1.03;
subjective norm: direct measurement M = 4.08, SD = 1.21 ; perceived behavioral control:
indirect measurement M = 4.48, SD = 0.51) are statistically significantly higher than the
energy conservation behavior scores of volunteers before the feedback and interventions
(intention: M = 5.76, SD = 1.30; subjective norm: direct measurement M = 3.61, SD = 1.13;
perceived behavioral control: indirect measurement M = 4.48, SD = 0.51). Moreover; the
attitude (indirect measurement) variable of the energy conservation behavior scores of
volunteers after the feedback and interventions (M = 5.09, SD = 0.63) were statistically
significantly lower than the attitude (indirect measurement) variable of the energy con-
servation behavior scores before the feedback and interventions (M = 5.24, SD = 0.72). In
summary, these results show that as a result of the feedback and intervention, volunteers
reflect a relatively high behavioral intention as a first precursor to perform a behavior,
which consists of expectations, wants, and decisions, in favor of energy conservation. More-
over, the subjective norm reflects the perceived social pressure of the participant’s social
network groups, such as family, friends, neighbors, or the government. After feedback and
interventions, 100 participants perceived slightly high social pressure about reducing their
energy consumption levels.

Additionally, the effects of the feedback and intervention on the perceived behavioral
control (control beliefs and influence behavior) score can be summarized as participants
feeling more in control and feeling likeable to achieve reducing their energy consumption
within the eight months. Another consequence of the effect of the feedback and inter-
ventions program is that the attitude (behavioral beliefs and outcome evaluations) score
of the participants reflects a weak to moderate positive attitude toward reducing their
energy consumption level at the end of the experiment. It is important to highlight that
the participant’s attitude scores are positive at both t1 and t2. This can be explained by the
fact that a positive (+) score means, overall, the participant is in favor of reducing their
energy consumption level. However, there are several possible explanations for why the
direct measurement of the attitude score of the participants is lower after the feedback and
interventions, such as feedback frequency, external factors in the experimentation process,
complexity of the tasks, etc. [66,68,72]. Further research should be undertaken to investigate
when and how feedback about energy usage is more effective via a metadata analysis.

The empirical findings in this study provide a new understanding of empowering citi-
zen participation in a smart city’s energy transition process through a data-driven feedback
loop. The evidence from this study suggests that feedback and intervention mechanisms
can boost or reduce an individual’s energy conservation behavior as the first level of the
bottom-up energy transition approach in smart cities. Moreover, the study results can be
used to develop targeted feedback and intervention mechanism aimed at dimensions of
energy conservation behavior. In parallel with this, a special focus should be given to smart
city applications, which are powerful tools for local governments to enable such a feedback
and intervention mechanisms within the smart energy domain. However, considerably
more work will need to be performed to determine the relationship between behavioral
intention as the dependent variable and attitude, subjective norms, and perceived behav-
ioral control as the predictor variables through a multiple regression procedure. Moreover,
further research could clarify the link between actual energy consumption data and energy
conservation behavior. This bottom-up energy transition approach will provide useful
insights for the local government in empowering citizen participation and data-driven
feedback loops.
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Questionnaire.
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